Human perceptual learning is classically thought to be highly specific to trained stimuli's retinal location. Together with evidence that specific learning effects can result in corresponding changes in early visual cortex, researchers have theorized that specificity implies regionalization of learning in the brain. However, other research suggests that specificity can arise from learning readout in decision areas or through top-down processes. Notably, recent research using a novel double-training paradigm reveals dramatic generalization of perceptual learning to untrained locations when multiple stimuli are trained. These data provoked significant controversy in the field and challenged extant models of perceptual learning. To resolve this controversy, we investigated mechanisms that account for retinotopic specificity in perceptual learning. We replicated findings of transfer after double training; however, we show that prolonged training at threshold, which leads to a greater number of difficult trials during training, preserves location specificity when double training occurred at the same location or sequentially at different locations. Likewise, we find that prolonged training at threshold determines the degree of transfer in single training of a peripheral orientation discrimination task. Together, these data show that retinotopic specificity depends highly upon particularities of the training procedure. We suggest that perceptual learning can arise from decision rules, attention learning, or representational changes, and small differences in the training approach can emphasize some of these over the others.
Introduction
Perceptual learning (PL), experience-induced gains in discriminating sensory features, has classically been thought to be highly specific to the trained retinal location (Karni and Sagi, 1991) . Together with evidence that specific learning effects can result in corresponding changes in primary visual cortices (Schoups et al., 2001) , researchers have theorized that specificity implies regionalization of learning in the brain (Fahle, 2004) . However, other research suggests that specificity in PL can arise from learning readout in decision areas (Dosher and Lu, 1998) or through topdown processes (Li et al., 2008) . The issue is more than academic. From a neuroscientific perspective, specificity has been a blessing, providing important clues regarding the neural mechanisms underlying the learning effects. However, from a therapeutic point of view, specificity is a curse because good therapy should generalize broadly to the needs of the patient. Given this, it is not surprising that specificity has been a central focus of the field.
Recent research, showing that early findings of specificity may not be as reliable as initially observed (Xiao et al., 2008; J.Y. Zhang, , 2011 , has generated a great deal of controversy in the field. For example, double training (Xiao et al., 2008) shows that retinotopically specific PL of Vernier acuity or contrast sensitivity can be transferred due to subsequent training with a different stimulus at a different spatial location. These results and others recent studies (Harris et al., 2012) have brought into question numerous findings of low-level neural correlates and fundamentally challenged extant models of PL (Vaina et al., 1998; Schoups et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004; Hua et al., 2010; Adab and Vogels, 2011) . While some research provides evidence that transfer after double training may not be ubiquitous (Pilly et al., 2010; Le Dantec and Seitz, 2012) , no study has identified when and why double training will lead to transfer and when it will not.
To address this central debate of the field, we investigated mechanisms that account for retinotopic specificity in PL. We replicated double-training enabled transfer of a peripheral Vernier task to untrained locations; however, PL in a different hyperacuity task (i.e., 3-dot hyperacuity task) showed preserved location specificity after double training. We go on to show that prolonged training near threshold, which leads to a greater number of difficult trials during training, rescued location specificity in the Vernier task after double training. To test whether the amount of training at threshold determines location specificity in other paradigms, we show that prolonged training near threshold determines transfer in an orientation discrimination task even without double training. Our results suggest that specificity of learning depends upon particularities of training procedure, which are often ignored. We believe that our study both helps settle the debate regarding whether PL involves retinotopically specific mechanisms and it also serves as a call to the field to consider how subtle differences in training can yield dramatic differences in what is learned.
Materials and Methods
Participants and apparatus. Human subjects of either sex who were naive to research purpose participated and received payment for their participation in experiments. All subjects reported normal or corrected-tonormal binocular visual acuity. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects and experiments were conducted in accordance with the Institutional Review Board approved by the Human Research Review Board of University of California, Riverside.
The stimuli were presented using Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) for MATLAB (MathWorks) on a Mac mini computer with a 24 inch SonyTrinitron CRT monitor with resolution of 1600 ϫ 1024 pixels and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. A ViewPoint Eye Tracker system running at 220 Hz (USB-220; Arrington Research) and head positioner including chin rest were used to ensure eye fixation at the center of the display throughout each trial in the experimental sessions. The configuration of the eye tracking system was displayed on a PC and controlled via an Ethernet communication between PC and Mac. All experiments (except the last experiment that only used the orientation discrimination task) were performed with a gaze-contingent display in which the eye tracker enabled new trials to start only when subjects fixated at the center of the screen (within a 2 degree radius fixation window). If an eye movement outside of this window was detected at any point after the trial started, then that trial was aborted (and ignored in the analysis) and a new trial was initiated.
Stimuli. Stimuli used were a pair of identical Gabor patches (Gaussian windowed sinusoidal gratings) in the Vernier task and a single Gabor patch in the orientation task presented at 5°retinal eccentricity on a gray background. The Gabor in the orientation discrimination task had spatial frequency of 3 cpd, SD of 2, and contrast of 0.45. In addition, the two Gabors in the Vernier task had a center-to-center distance of 4, with other parameters being the same as described in the orientation task. The position of Vernier stimuli jittered 0.25°eccentricity (horizontally for vertical stimuli and vertically for horizontal stimuli) across trials to prevent subjects from using external cues such as the edge of monitor to judge stimuli's offset.
For the three-dot hyperacuity task, a white vertical 3-dot stimulus was presented at 7.5°retinal eccentricity on a black background. Each dot had a radius of 2 min (arcmin), and the distance between the first and third dot was 20 min. Each trial consisted of one aligned 3-dot stimulus, and one offset stimulus with the middle dot offset to the right or left. We used offset variables that represented five different difficulties (0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, and 4.5 min). The viewing distance was 59 inches in all experiments that used an eye tracker and 30 inches in the orientation experiment without an eye tracker.
Procedure. In the Vernier task, Vernier stimulus was presented for 200 ms, and the subject's task was to judge whether the lower Gabor was to the right or left versus the upper one for a vertical Gabor pair, or whether the right Gabor was higher or lower than the left for a horizontal Gabor pair. In the orientation discrimination task, stimuli were presented in two intervals (92 ms each) separated by an interstimulus interval of 600 ms. One reference stimulus (36°or 126°) and one target stimulus (reference ϩ clockwise offset) were presented in a sequential order, and subjects were asked to indicate whether the first or the second interval contained the target stimulus. A central fixation cross was presented for 400 ms before stimulus onset in both tasks and stayed through the trial. Both tasks were performed under a 3-down-1-up staircase rule and the step size was 1 arcmin in the Vernier task and 1 degree in the orientation task. All stimulus parameters and the step size in the orientation task were the same as in previous publications (Xiao et al., 2008; J. Y. Zhang et al., 2010) to provide comparable comparison between two labs' results. Each block contained 20 reversals or 100 trials depending on whichever reached first, and the threshold was calculated from the last 10 reversals in each block.
For the 7 d study, subjects were tested on vertical or horizontal Vernier stimuli at each of four quadrants (one block each condition) on their first and last day and received five double-training sessions on days 2-6. Double training of Vernier and orientation tasks was initiated by the Vernier task and followed by the orientation task in alternating blocks (eight blocks for each task). Threshold in the training session was only acquired from the first two blocks (first block of each task) to avoid contamination from within-session learning (Sotiropoulos et al., 2011) and to provide comparable data to that in testing sessions. This also ensured that the threshold estimate was comparable between the short and long staircase conditions.
In the 3-dot hyperacuity task, each trial began with a fixation period of 300 ms followed by the stimuli presentation. Two stimuli, one aligned and one offset 3-dot (50 ms each), were presented successively separated by a 400 ms interstimulus interval. Subjects had to indicate whether the first stimulus or the second one was offset. Threshold in this task was estimated by a power function ( f(x) ϭ ax n , where a is a constant and n is a real number) where subjects achieved 75% accuracy.
The testing session of 3-dot hyperacuity task consisted of 800 trials equally distributed between eight different conditions (e.g., 3-dot stimulus with left or right offset at each of four quadrants). The 100 trials in each condition were divided into 20, 5 trial mini-blocks; 4 mini-blocks of each of the 5 offset sizes. Blocks of 50 trials (10 mini-blocks, two for each offset size) were randomized across locations and breaks were given between blocks.
The double-training session of the 3-dot hyperacuity task consisted of 400 trials in the same condition (i.e., single location and orientation) divided into eight blocks (50 trials each block with 10 trials per offset size), with each block followed by one block of the orientation task.
In the experiment that only used the orientation identification task, subjects received a short (5 min) practice session 1 d before the testing session. In the testing session they were tested on a single Gabor patch at the upper left and lower right locations (two blocks each). The testing session had 20 reversals in each block while the training session, which consisted of 16 blocks, had 10 reversals. Threshold in the testing session was analyzed from the last 10 reversals and was determined by the average of the fifth to the tenth reversals from the first two blocks in the training session. This method was consistent with Xiao et al. (2008); however, the qualitative pattern of results' statistical significance was resilient to other methods of threshold calculation.
In all experiments, subjects had 2 s to answer by a key press, and feedback was given as a green cross flashed at the center of the screen for correct responses, or a red central cross for incorrect responses. If subjects failed to respond (1.8% of trials on pretest and 1.1% of trials on post-test), the message "You didn't respond in time. Please wait for the next trial" was presented for 2 s before the next trial commenced. The location and orientation of trained stimuli were counterbalanced across subjects.
Results
We first replicated the most counterintuitive example of double training, namely the "piggybacking effect," where learning of a peripheral Vernier hyperacuity task transfers to another spatial location after training an orientation discrimination task at the same location (Zhang et al., 2011 ). The Vernier hyperacuity task has traditionally been considered as a location-specific task (Xiao et al., 2008 ) and so we first attempted an exact replication of the piggybacking effect. We did so under very tight experimental control, using an eye tracker to create gaze-contingent displays where trials were aborted as soon as subjects made any eye movement. In this way, we assured that training and testing stimuli were always at the intended retinotopic locations (Hung and Seitz, 2011) . Six subjects participated this 7 d study and were tested on Vernier stimuli at the trained and untrained locations (see above, Procedure) on their first and last day. On days 2-6, they performed five double-training sessions (2 h each day), which consisted of Vernier and orientation discrimination tasks at the same location in alternating blocks (Fig. 1A ). After training, we found significant learning in the Vernier task at the trained location ( Fig. 1 B, C; ⌬Ver_loc1, Mean Percent Improvement [MPI] ϭ 33.5 Ϯ 4.5%, p ϭ 0.003, one-tailed, paired, t test), with a gradual, nonsignificant learning in the orientation task (⌬Ori_loc1; MPI ϭ 16.1 Ϯ 11.5%, p ϭ 0.12). More importantly, Vernier learning also transferred to the untrained orthogonal location (⌬Ver_loc2, MPI ϭ 24.5 Ϯ 11.6%, p ϭ 0.04). These data confirm the piggybacking effect and suggest a broad spatial transfer of feature learning (e.g., Vernier task) when paired with a second, location-unspecific training (e.g., orientation task) at the same location.
To examine how ubiquitously double training can lead to retinotopic transfer, we examined the piggybacking effect using a different hyperacuity task (i.e., 3-dot hyperacuity task). Seven subjects participated in this experiment in which they performed alternating blocks of a 3-dot hyperacuity task and the orientation task, both trained at the same location ( Fig. 2A) . Notably, while we found significant learning in both the 3-dot hyperacuity task and the orientation task (Fig. 2 B, C ; ⌬Dot_loc1, MPI ϭ 30.2 Ϯ 8.3%, p ϭ 0.007 and ⌬Ori_loc1, MPI ϭ 31.3 Ϯ 7.8%, p ϭ 0.003), PL in the 3-dot hyperacuity task did not transfer to the untrained quadrant (⌬Dot_loc2, MPI ϭ Ϫ9.4 Ϯ 10.5%, p ϭ 0.67). These results demonstrate that double training does not ubiquitously lead to retinotopic transfer in PL.
We next sought to understand why double training led to transfer in the Vernier task but not in the 3-dot hyperacuity task. We observed that Vernier training used multiple short staircases, while the 3-dot hyperacuity training used the method of constant stimuli. This methodological difference, in which the former included many easy trials (above threshold), while the latter included many difficult trials (at or below threshold), leads to a difference in task difficulty and stimulus precision (i.e., stimuli with small offset difference) during the training of the two tasks. Of note, while these repeated short staircases are typical of the double-training studies that found transfer (Xiao et al., 2008) , many studies finding specificity used prolonged training at threshold, typically with a single staircase per session (Schoups et al., 1995; Jehee et al., 2012; Le Dantec and Seitz, 2012) . We thus hypothesized that the difficulty/precision of the training stimuli may be key to driving specificity. While this hypothesis has never been investigated in the context of double training, it is consistent with other results in the literature showing that task difficulty during training (Ahissar and Hochstein, 1997) or precision of the transfer task (Jeter et al., 2009) shapes the specificity of PL. Transfer of Vernier learning after double training at the same location. A, Stimulus configuration. Double training of Vernier and orientation discrimination tasks was performed at the same location (loc1), and transfer of Vernier learning was tested at the untrained diagonal location (loc2). B, Mean session-by-session threshold analysis for Vernier learning (blue circles) and orientation learning (red diamonds). Transfer of Vernier learning was tested before and after double training (green circles). The practice of location-unspecific orientation learning piggybacked Vernier learning to the untrained location. C, MPI for Vernier learning at the trained (Loc1, blue bar) and untrained (Loc2, green bar) location. Vernier learning transferred to the untrained location (Loc2) after double training. Error bars represent within-subject SE.
Double Training
Transfer Figure 2. Retinotopic specificity in the 3-Dot hyperacuity task after double training. A, Double training of 3-dot hyperacuity and orientation discrimination tasks was performed at the same location (loc1), and transfer of 3-dot hyperacuity learning was tested at the untrained diagonal location (loc2). B, This plot shows session-by-session thresholds for 3-dot hyperacuity learning (blue circles) and orientation learning (red diamonds) and transfer results of 3-dot hyperacuity task (green circles). Improvement of the 3-dot hyperacuity task did not transfer to the untrained location (green circles). C, MPI of 3-dot hyperacuity learning at the trained (Loc1, blue bar) and untrained (Loc2, green bar) location is shown. The 3-dot hyperacuity task retained retinotopic specificity after double training.
To test this hypothesis, we replaced the repeated short staircases, which contain a larger portion of trials above threshold, used in the Vernier training with a single staircase in which a larger portion of trials are at threshold (Fig. 3A) . The staircases used in the testing sessions were identical to that of repeated short staircase condition, and the threshold estimates during training were from the same period at the beginning of each session to make the data as comparable as possible. Six subjects were recruited and trained in the single staircase condition with the experimental paradigm exactly the same as in Figure 1A . Here we found that prolonged training at threshold restored location specificity in the Vernier task (Fig. 3 B, C ; ⌬Ver_loc1, MPI ϭ 34.7 Ϯ 7.7%, p ϭ 0.008 and ⌬Ver_loc2, MPI ϭ Ϫ1.0 Ϯ 14.2%, p ϭ 0.41). These results are in stark contrast to those found in the Vernier task trained with multiple short staircases, which lead to a limited amount of training at threshold, even though all other aspects of the experiment were preserved. These results support our hypothesis that PL with more difficult tasks/precise stimulus discriminations is more likely to retain specificity, even under double training.
To confirm the finding that prolonged training at threshold influences transfer in PL, we replicated these results by applying the single staircase to the two-location sequential double-training paradigm that was first reported by Xiao et al. (2008) . Eleven new subjects participated in this 13 d study and were sequentially trained on two different orientations of the Vernier stimuli, each at a different location (Fig. 4A) . In the first stage of double training (i.e., days 2-6), they were trained with orientation 1 at location 1 (ori1_loc1), and in the second stage (i.e., days 8 -12) were trained with the orthogonal orientation at the diagonal location (ori2_loc2). On days 1, 7, and 13, subjects received pre-, mid-, and post-training testing sessions, respectively. All training sessions used the single staircase method. After successive training at ori1_loc1 (Fig. 4B , blue circles; C, left blue bar; MPI ϭ 34.1 Ϯ 7.7%, p Ͻ 0.001), contrary to prior results (Xiao et al., 2008) , sequential double training did not lead to improvement of performance at ori1_loc2 after training on ori2_loc2 (Fig. 4B , the second and third green circles; C, right green bar; MPI ϭ Ϫ4.2 Ϯ 9.2%, p ϭ 0.62). However, when all training sessions used multiple short staircases (Fig. 4 D, E) , improvement of performance took place at ori1_loc2 (Fig. 4D , the second and third green circles; E, right green bar; MPI ϭ 18.7 Ϯ 10.5%, p ϭ 0.02).
Of note, to examine transfer unlocked by the second training, for this replication (Xiao et al., 2008 ) with short-staircases, subjects who showed significant transfer at the mid-test (n ϭ 5) were dropped from the study (see next paragraph) to avoid the potential confound that lack of transfer from double training would be due to a ceiling effect generated from transfer at the mid-test. As such, the data shown in Figure 4D is most comparable to that in Figure 5A given that these two subject groups had identical selection criteria at the mid-tests. Additionally, comparing the degree of location transfer between the mid-test and post-test in the short and single staircase conditions, the results showed a significant difference (Fig. 4C ,E, right green bars; p ϭ 0.01, one-tailed, unpaired, t test). These data further support our hypothesis that prolonged training at threshold leads to retention of retinotopic specificity when subjected to double training.
A complexity in our data is that we observed substantial transfer of learning to the untrained location in the mid-testing session (Fig. 4B , first two green circles; C, left green bar; MPI ϭ 19 Ϯ 9.7%, p ϭ 0.01). Further observation of the data indicated that there were significant individual differences in the degree of specificity observed after ori1_loc1 training, an effect reported by Zhang et al. (2013) . Thus, to determine whether the lack of transfer under double training was resultant from the level of initial transfer, we split the 11 subjects in Figure 4B into a "specificity" group (N ϭ 6) and a "transfer" group (N ϭ 5) based upon the retinotopic transfer observed in the mid-testing session (Fig. 5) . Eleven subjects were first trained with Vernier stimuli at ori1_loc1 (blue circles) and then sequentially at ori2_loc2 (magenta circles). Transfer of Vernier learning was measured at ori1_loc2 in pre-, mid-, and post-testing sessions (green circles). Sequential location training (ori2_loc2) did not induce transfer of Vernier learning to untrained locations (ori1_loc2, second and third green circles in B; right green bar in C). Bars in the mid-test and post-test indicate threshold differences between the pre-versus mid-test, and mid-versus post-test, respectively. D, E, Sequential training in multiple short staircase condition. Contrary to A and B, sequential location training (ori2_loc2) enabled transfer of learning to ori1_loc2 in this multiple short staircase method (the second and third green circles in D; right green bar in E).
A transfer index (TI) was calculated as the MPI at the untrained location (⌬Ver_ori1_loc2) divided by the MPI at the trained location (⌬Ver_ori1_loc1). The specificity group (Fig. 5 A, B) had TI ϭ Ϫ0.12 indicating no spatial transfer, and the transfer group (Fig. 5C,D) had TI ϭ 1.16, which indicates complete transfer. We next investigated whether the degree of transfer induced by double training was consistent between these two groups. We found that neither the specificity group nor the transfer group showed any measureable, additional transfer to the second location after sequential double training (Fig. 5 A, C , the second and third green circles). MPIs were Ϫ5.2 Ϯ 13.7% ( p ϭ 0.67) and Ϫ2.9 Ϯ 13.6% ( p ϭ 0.47) for the specificity group and the transfer group, respectively (Fig. 5 B, D , green bars in the post-test).
An important question is whether prolonged training at threshold also determines location specificity in other paradigms in addition to double training. For example, there is significant controversy regarding location specificity of peripheral fine orientation discrimination even under single training (T. . While classic studies show that PL of orientation discrimination is highly retinotopically specific (Schoups et al., 1995) , recent studies show that changing simple parameters, such as an introduction of a pretest, can lead to location transfer (T. Zhang et al., 2010) . This is despite the fact that single-unit recording in monkeys (Schoups et al., 2001 ) and fMRI in humans (Jehee et al., 2012) show plasticity in V1 related to such training (but see Ghose et al., 2002) .
Noting different methods used across these studies (Schoups et al., 1995; T. Zhang et al., 2010) we hypothesized that stimulus precision during training may explain divergent results regarding location specificity in a peripheral orientation task. To test this, 17 subjects participated in this 7 d experiment and were randomly assigned to two different training conditions: multiple short staircases (N ϭ 8) or a single staircase (N ϭ 9). On days 1 and 7, subjects were tested on two diagonal locations (upper left and lower right) and in between two testing sessions, they received five training sessions (1 h each day) performed at a single location (Fig. 6A) . We found that subjects in both conditions demonstrated significant learning on the trained location (Fig.  6C , MPIs were 31.6 Ϯ 5.9%, p ϭ 0.002; E, 53.2 Ϯ 3.8%, p Ͻ 0.001), with varying amounts of transfer on the untrained location (Fig. 6C,E, green bars) . This may be due to the inclusion of a pretest, which has been shown to promote transfer in other studies of peripheral orientation discrimination (T. Zhang et al., 2010) . However, there was significantly greater transfer in the multiple staircases condition compared with the single staircase condition (Fig. 6C,E, p ϭ 0.03, one-tailed, unpaired, t test) . These results thus suggest that prolonged training at threshold impacts the specificity of PL even in the absence of double training. Together, we found no evidence that either simultaneous or sequential double training induced retinotopic transfer of PL in the single staircase condition. As such, retinotopic specificity of PL is not ubiquitously undone by double training and instead depends on the proportion of difficult trials during training.
Discussion
In this study, we provide a simple and elegant solution to when and why training led to location transfer in these tasks and when it did not. We first replicated the most counterintuitive example of double training, namely the piggybacking effect, in which peripheral hyperacuity of a Vernier task transfers to another spatial location after training an orientation discrimination task at the same location (Zhang et al., 2011) . We then showed that this piggybacking effect is not ubiquitous, even to hyperacuity stimuli, by showing that the same secondary task (i.e., an orientation task) did not induce any location transfer for the 3-dot hyperacuity task. To elucidate the mechanism of learning specificity, we examined how prolonged training at threshold during training, which increases the proportion of difficult/precise stimuli, led to Training Transfer A Figure 6 . Results of the orientation discrimination task in multiple short staircase condition (B, C) and single staircase condition (D, E). A, Stimulus configuration. The orientation discrimination task was performed at loc1, and transfer of learning was tested at the untrained diagonal location (loc2). B, C, Session-by-session threshold analysis and a summary of MPI for the orientation learning used with multiple short staircases. Transfer of learning was shown in green circles in B and the green bar in C. The amount of transfer at the untrained diagonal location (green bar) was equivalent to learning at the trained location (blue bar). D, E, Results in the single staircase condition. The same training procedure did not promote transfer comparable to C when the task difficulty was highly increased.
preserved retinotopic specificity in the Vernier task after double training. These experiments were done under a gaze-contingent display, since subjects' eye movements can confound experimental results when a task is performed in the periphery (Hung and Seitz, 2011) . We then validated these findings to other paradigms by showing that prolonged training at threshold also determines the amount of transfer under single training of peripheral fine orientation discrimination. While previous studies have shown that task difficulty (Ahissar and Hochstein, 1997, 2004 ) and stimulus precision ) help determine the degree of specificity of PL, to date there has been no evidence that proportion of difficult/precise stimuli during training interacts with other methodological manipulations such as double training or pretraining to determine retinotopic specificity. A consideration is whether there is a relationship between the degree of learning in the transfer-inducing task and the amount of transfer that is unlocked by double training. Of note, in Figures  1B and 3B , learning of the orientation identification task was improved but not significantly so. To test if there was a relationship between learning in the orientation task and the extent of transfer, we compared the correlation between the degrees of orientation learning and transfer of the Vernier task. There was no significant correlation between these variables (r ϭ 0.09, p ϭ 0.73). Further analysis also revealed no correlation between improvements of the transfer-inducing task (i.e., orientation task in Figs. 1-3 and Vernier task in orthogonal orientation and location in Fig. 4) and transfer of the feature task (r ϭ 0.14, p ϭ 0.47). Another concern is whether the blockwise training of two different tasks would interfere with results due to the roving. However, given that roving is ineffective if each stimulus is presented for five or more consecutive trials (Zhang et al., 2008) and each block contained 80 -100 trials, this should not be a factor that confounds our study.
It is notable that there were substantial individual subject differences in the degree of transfer after initial training, even when training with the single staircase (Fig. 5 ). Individual differences in the degree of transfer have often been observed in studies of PL (Aberg and Herzog, 2009) , and the degree of transfer can depend upon the amount of training, with shorter training periods producing more transfer (Jeter et al., 2010) . Notably, the portion of subjects in our transfer group versus the specificity group are comparable to the psychophysical data from a recent ERP study examining mechanisms underlying these individual subject differences using the same training parameters (Zhang et al., 2013) . However, critical to the point of the current study, the degree of initial transfer was independent of the effects of double training.
Our results provide a powerful demonstration that subtle changes to the training procedure can result in profound differences in the observed learning effects. To answer the central debate in the field about whether PL is due to representational changes (Karni and Sagi, 1991; Schoups et al., 2001; Yotsumoto et al., 2008; Adab and Vogels, 2011) , decision rules (Xiao et al., 2008; J. Y. Zhang et al., 2010; Kahnt et al., 2011) , or weight changes in readout (Dosher and Lu, 1998; Law and Gold, 2008) , etc., we suggest a simple answer: all of the above. However, importantly, the distribution of learning across the neural system depends upon the fine details of the training procedure. Changing the difficulty/precision of the stimuli (Ahissar and Hochstein, 1997; , whether a pretest is used (T. Zhang et al., 2010) , whether multiple stimuli are trained (Xiao et al., 2008) , or the degree to which stimuli do or do not promote adaptation (Harris et al., 2012) , have each been shown to dramatically influence the degree to which PL is specific to the trained retinotopic location. Likely, numerous other undiscovered methodological details [such as types of stimuli used (Pilly and Seitz, 2009), design of training/testing sessions, environmental settings, subject instructions, etc.] also play roles in determining the characteristics of PL (unfortunately even those that some researchers think not important to report in their papers).
Our demonstration that prolonged training at threshold promotes specificity of PL builds upon a foundation of other results, indicating that the distribution of plasticity across the visual system is mediated by the sensitivity of the neurons in the brain regions to distinguish the relevant stimuli. For example, the Reverse Hierarchy Theory (Ahissar and Hochstein, 1997 Hochstein, , 2004 suggests that harder trials trigger early input levels and make learning more specific to trained features in visual PL. Training with finer stimulus discriminations increased task difficulty and thus is more likely to have neurons tuned to the trained location, resulting in specificity. Similarly, the Integrated Reweighting Theory proposed by Dosher et al. (2013) , which explains location transfer by incorporating higher level, location-independent representations into a multilevel learning system, includes the feature that the lower level, location-specific representations have narrower orientation tuning functions and less noisy responses. In this model, double-training procedure may weight more locationindependent representations to the decision unit and thus results in location transfer, while increased stimulus precision reweights location-specific representations and thus restores location specificity of the task. As such, we believe that the ratio of precise to imprecise stimuli during training, and not the total number of precise stimuli, will determine transfer; however, further research will be required to evaluate empirically this prediction. Together these models suggest a consistent view that the brain structures that are most diagnostic to solve the task are those that learning should most rely upon to get better and these models help explain why prolonged training at threshold may help determine the locus of plasticity in the brain.
We believe that our study both helps settle the debate regarding whether PL involves retinotopically specific mechanisms (i.e., it can or cannot, depending on the training methods) and serves as a call to the field to consider how subtle differences in training can yield dramatic differences in what is learned. To advance our understanding of PL, the field must move toward understanding individual, and procedurally induced, differences in learning and how multiple neural mechanisms may together underlie behavioral learning effects.
